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Proposal to the session 2019: Changes of the referee rules; Adding of 11 Referee 
Dressing and & Section 12 Referee Behaviour 

Dear JJIF board, representatives of the JJNOs,  

On behalf of the Deutscher Ju-Jutsu Verband e.V. I would like to propose the following 
changes of the referee rules: Adding of sections:  

Section 11 Referee Dressing 

a. Referees shall wear black trousers [colour code] and dark socks, mat shoes, white 
shirt, JJIF tie and dark navy (blue) jacket [colour code] with a JJIF badge attached to 
the left side.  

b. Depending on the temperature, Referees shall wear the same as above but without 
jacket. 

c. According to the event format organizers can change the dress code. (example Beach 
events) 

Section 12 Referee Behaviour 

a. Referees must behave correctly towards all functionaries, athletes and the public. 

b. During Competitions referees must not express negative opinions (criticisms) regarding 
another Referee’s conduct in public. 

c. The referee has to be an example of sportsmanship and the positive effect of sports 

Reason: These requirements have been in previous version of the referee code. The 

German Federation believes that they’re important to ensure a standard for referees. The 

second part is a clear commitment to our budo standards.  

With best regards, 

         

 

Dr. Claudia Behnke 

(Sportdirektorin im DJJV e.V.) 
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